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Sophisticated Masterpieces

Highest standards for design and quality: 
The new Meister women’s watches by Junghans.

An elegant design, carefully selected materials and fine watch mechanics – there are for-
mulas for success that never lose their relevance. From its inception almost a century 
ago, it has been thanks to these exact qualities that the Meister line has represented the 
 centrepiece of the Junghans collection. Now, three new women’s models are interpreting 
the watch classic each in their very own way – wonderfully modern and full of variety.

Meister Damen Automatic – Expression of true Individuality 
Exquisite materials, exquisite details: The new Meister Damen Automatic fascinates at first 
glance. But also, at the second. Because both timepieces are – in every way – extraordinary 
pieces of jewellery.
The polished case features the gently curved contours typical of the Meister. Thanks to a 
fine sunray brush, both variants reveal a fascinating brilliance, evolving from the centre of 
the dial. Diamond-cut dauphine hands and delicate hour markers complete their elegant 
appeal.



Depending on how light falls upon it, 
the dial exudes nuances from saturat-
ed fir green to deep emerald. Running 
along the bezel, 60 individually placed 
diamonds create an exquisite minute 
track.

Floral characteristics shape the second 
Meister Damen: Its silver-plated dial is 
graced with a gentle pink leaf pattern, 
perfectly harmonizing with the colour of 
the strap and its polished case.

The ostrich leather straps distinguish themselves by their soft look and comfortably light 
feel on the skin. Unique textures provide each strap with true individuality. The new Meister 
Damen Automatic models and their wearers alike are fascinating with inimitability.

Meister Automatic – Elegance in a new Dimension 
The new Meister Automatic is fully 
equipped to take on every facet life has to 
offer. And – just like its wearer – makes a 
bold appearance in each and every situa-
tion. With its pointed hands, distinct sil-
houette of the polished stainless-steel case 
and eminently domed sapphire crystal, the 
watch captures the classic elegance of the 
Meister line. 

At the same time, the design of the dial is captivating in every detail: In a gentle green tone, 
the leaf structure graces the silver-plated sunray brush. The modern size, the self-wind-
ing movement and the cool stainless-steel bracelet all leave no doubt: This Meister goes 
through life with determination.



Meister Damen Automatic
Features

Technology:  Self-winding movement J840.1 with a power reserve of up to 38 hours

Finishing:  Rhodium plating, rotor with stripe brush and engraved logo, blue screws

Case: Polished stainless steel Ø 33.1 mm, height 9.8 mm
 4-times screwed case back with mineral crystal 
 Modell 27/3240.00 with 60 individually set diamonds in the bezel

Glass: Domed sapphire crystal, anti-reflection coating on both sides and sealed 
with a hard coating

Dial: Convex dial 
 Modell 27/3240.00 in green with sunray brush
 Modell 27/3242.00 in matt silver-plated, with sunray brush and 

 transparent light pink bamboo leaf printing

Hands: Diamond-cut dauphine hands 

Strap: Ostrich leather in macchiato brown or light pink with stainless steel buckle 
 Model with quick-release-system

Water Resistance: up to 5 bar

27/3242.00 27/3240.00 



Meister Automatic 
Features

Technology:  Self-winding movement J800.1 with a power reserve of up to 38 hours 

Finishing:  Rhodium plating, rotor with stripe brush and engraved logo, blue screws

Case: Polished stainless steel Ø 38.4 mm, height 9.9 mm
 5-times screwed case back with mineral crystal 

Glass: Domed sapphire crystal, anti-reflection coating on both sides 

Dial: Silver-plated convex dial with sunray brush and transparent light green 
bamboo leaf print

Hands: Diamond-cut dauphine hands with environmentally-friendly luminous 
material

Strap: 9-row stainless steel bracelet in polished/matt look with folding clasp

Water Resistance: up to 5 bar

27/4243.46


